Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for June, 2022

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

Fellow woodturners,
It was great to see presenter Eric Lofstrom at
our club meeting this month and to take part in
one of his classes! Once again he showed his
skill as both a turner and as a teacher. We are
certainly lucky to have Eric as a local resource.

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

While Eric was here, we had a discussion
about gratitude. He shared how he was
grateful to those who mentored him as he was
starting to develop his woodturning skills. This
conversation got me thinking about the people
for whom I’m grateful relative to our
woodturning club.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.

Certainly, I’m thankful for all the members of
the Board who give so generously of their time
and energy so that the club can operate. I
cannot overstate the contribution these men
and women make to the continued success of
our club.
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I’m specifically grateful to Gerrit Van Ness and
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In closing this month, I’m personally grateful to
the club members who have given me their
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President's Letter (Cont'd)
trust and support over the past two and half years as president of NWW. It is a few months
yet before we close out 2022, but I’d like to have each of you think about how you can
contribute to our club as either a board member or as an officer. We need a few good men
and women to move our club to the next level and leverage the emerging technologies to
benefit all of us.
P.S. For the most part I have not mentioned the names of individuals to whom I’m grateful
because I will invariably miss someone and risk hard feelings. I hope I have told you
personally; if not, I will!
P.P.S. As we look forward to our summer meeting/picnic, I want to thank Val and Laura
Matthews for their generosity in sharing their beautiful home with our club for the picnic.
Regards,

Rod Parker

President's Challenge
The Prez says you are off the hook this month -- it is
summertime after all and lots of other activities may take
priority. Plus, our next "meeting" is the annual picnic which
makes it hard to display all your creative efforts. But you
needn't worry -- the Challenges will begin again next month.

Sawdust Saturday News
On July 31st a well-attended session on turning platters was held at Gerrit Van Ness's shop,
led by Rod Parker with able assistance from Giovanni Monteferrante.

(Continued on next page)
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Sawdust Saturday (Cont'd)
Everyone was able to take home tips and techniques for platter turning along with their platter

There will be no SS session in August. However, beginning with September, we will be
starting the progression over with an Intro to Woodturning class. As always, if you have
questions or concerns regarding Sawdust Saturdays or wish to sign up for a session, feel free
to contact Giovanni Monteferrante (contact info is on Pg 17).

July Program Recap
Pacific Northwest woodturner extraordinaire Eric Lofstrom
joined us on the evening of July 21st to provide an in-person
demonstration on "Textures and Finishes for Turners: Surface
Treatments from Functional to Sculptural" . He prefaced his
presentation by saying that an active curiosity and a yearning for
further creative exploration is a boon to good finishing (and good
turning generally). Eric finds that he is nearly constantly thinking,
"This is good, but what if...". Some of his favorite enhancement
techniques and finishes have been born of this 'WHAT IF'
curiosity.

Eric Lofstrom

As Eric began setting up to turn, he encouraged everyone to take
the time to check the toolrest surface to assure that it is completely smooth and free of any
irregularities. If there is any question at all, he will routinely sand it quickly with 320 grit
sandpaper and then fine Mirlon (Mirka's non-woven abrasive pads), followed by a small
amount of Kiwi Select Natural Clear shoe wax.
For the demo Eric used a knot-free piece of Eastern Cherry wood between centers; he turned
an egg as he demonstrated 4 different textures: striated, stippled, faceted and burned.

Striated - Use a firm wire brush, which can be

sharpened with a file. Best to use a small diameter
brush (1 1/2" to 1 3/4") to get into small features.
For a different appearance, use a small U-grove or
V-groove carving gouge while holding piece in a
Trent Bosch adjustable chuck vise.
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July Program Recap (Cont'd)
Stippled - Use a small spherical rotary bit from
Dremel or other manufacturer to lightly and
randomly touch down on the surface.

Faceted - Use a shallow carving gouge (often #2 -

#4) to take thin tangential slices from the surface of
the piece. Keep gouge razor sharp.

Burned - Use torch to singe the surface, then burnish

with Mirka's Mirlon. Or can torch more heavily and wire
brush to accentuate grain.

At mid-meeting there was a short break during which the tool raffle was held.
Congratulations to Greg Camrud , who won a captive ring tool.
When Eric resumed his presentation, he discussed another of his favored
embellishments: the use of milk paint. His two preferred brands are The Real
Co. and Old Fashioned Milk Paint.

Milk Paint

Although fine tuning may be required to get exactly the
paint consistency desired, Eric recommends beginning
with a 1:1 ratio, that is, 1 tablespoon powder to 1
tablespoon water. Using warm water helps the mixing
process, as does use of distilled water. Most often Eric
uses two colors. Once the first color has been applied
and allowed to dry for at least a couple of hours, the
second color is applied. Eric uses very fine (1000 grit)
sandpaper to sand through the top color in multple
places. He then will topcoat the entire piece with an
oil finish, or simply burnish with a paper bag. When using an oil, his current favorite is
Osmo Polyx Oil (Satin), which is a combination of natural oils and waxes that is almost
as hard as a varnish but easier to repair. Can be applied with a rag or paper towel.
In finishing his demonstration, Eric encouraged all of us to remain curious, to creatively
explore, and to record carefully so that good results can be replicated in the future.

(Continued on next page)
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July Program Recap (Cont'd)
Eric also provided two classes, one on turning rice bowls and the other on the use of the
skew chisel . These took place on July 22nd and 23rd, respectively.

Dress For Safety
Your lathe does not expect you to dress up.
You can leave those dangly chains and
necklaces for some other occasion. Long,
flowing sleeves do not belong anywhere
near your lathe, and heaven forbid that you
EVER wear a scarf while turning, even in
mid-February!
Before you even enter the workshop, make
sure you’re wearing the right clothes for the
occasion. You’ll want to avoid wearing any
sort of loose clothing in order to lower the
risk of getting caught or entangled on the lathe. Similarly, make sure that you tie back any long
hair so that it’s out of the way while you work [take careful note of this last recommendation,
Dave Blair!].
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Upcoming Programs

August 20, 2022 - Our Annual Potluck Picnic will return
to its traditional venue at Val and Laura Matthews' pic-

turesque homestead. The flat woodworkers (NCWA) will
be joining us. Hamburgers and brats and all the fixin's
will be provided. Other specific details will be emailed
to you soon. A map to the picnic site is on the next page.

o
n

September 15, 2022 - Our guest demonstrator will be
John Beaver from Pacific Palisades, California, who will
be giving an in-person demo on creating one of his
signature pieces, the Wave Bowl . For more about John
and the demonstration and classes he will be offering,
please see Pg 8.

October 20, 2022 -

We will host Jay Shepard from
Tacoma. He will providing an in-person demonstration
on finishes and coloring wood.
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Map to Picnic Site
WHEN: Saturday, August 20th, 1 :00 - 4:00 PM

THINGS TO BRING :

•
•
•
•
•

Potluck dish (salad, side, or dessert)
Beverage of choice
Folding or camp chair(s)
Hat, sunscreen
Table for your tool sales (optional)
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Our Next Demonstrator
Contributed by David Pettenski
The next club meeting on September 15 will feature an in-person demonstration by John
Beaver of Pacific Palisades, California. The demonstration will be available via Zoom. John
will be demonstrating his signature Wave Bowl.
In this action-packed demo John will show two different ways to make his signature wave
vessels. For the first piece, John will take a block of wood, cut it apart, add a contrasting
wood to create the wave and show you how to put it back together keeping the grain aligned.
With a bandsaw, a few clamps and basic turning tools, this is a project you will be able to go
home and do yourself.
The second piece will be a protruding wave bowl from a rough
turned bowl. For this piece John will use his custom jig to cut a
turned bowl into pieces. He will then modify the elements and
put it all back together. This piece requires a higher skill level but
there are many tricks that may help you with some of your own
designs. While the design of the wave is the feature of this
presentation, there are many additional tricks you will learn.
John will show you safe ways to cut a round bowl on a bandsaw
with almost any angle, and put it back together keeping the walls
and grain aligned perfectly. You will learn how to bend wood in
a microwave oven, which is interesting and has many fun
applications. You will learn how to precisely turn a bowl smaller
keeping the proportions exact. Most importantly, John hopes you
will be able to use these ideas and tips to change and improve
your own designs.
After spending over 25 years in Hollywood, filming television commercials, John began
experimenting with a lathe he had inherited. Before he even mastered the technique, John
could see that he wanted to find a way to give the pieces a little more life. A bowl, or a vase,
or a sculpture sits on a shelf and has a form, and there’s a certain beauty in that, but John
wanted to add movement and energy to that form.

John has always lived near the ocean, and was inspired to bring the motion and rhythm of the
waves to a round object. The exploration of that concept led to the “wavy” design which is
still the core element of his work today. For examples of this form please visit John’s Wave
Bowl page: http://www.johnbeaver.net/wood-turning.html
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(Continued on next page)

John Beaver (Cont'd)
John started off by placing the wavy design on bowls, because that’s kind of the obvious
thing to make on a lathe, but as he developed new techniques John found that he could
remove the restriction of the vessel and let the design stand alone as a sculptural form.
By working with round forms John found this opportunity to create designs that have no
beginning or end. Even as they sit still, you can imagine the design wrapping around the
piece and coming back into view, giving
rhythm to the design. By moving the
shapes around on the piece, he found the
energy that hopefully gives a feeling of
movement to an otherwise static form.
John will also be conducting classes at
the club shop in Bay View:
Friday, September 16

“The Basic and Protruding Wave Bowl”
Saturday, September 17

“Turning a Basic Round Bottom Bowl” .
Announcement for these classes has
been distributed and if interested please
contact David Pettenski ,
dpettenski@msn.com .
Sign up sheets will be available at the
picnic on August 20.

If you would like to reserve a book or DVD and have Tal bring it to the July meeting,
here is the NWW Library website:

https://www.librarycat.org/lib/NWWWTLIBRARY
Also, if you already have a book or DVD checked out, please bring it back at the July
meeting. Thanks!
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Membership News

Sometimes the best way to make friends is to get involved. Our club only works when people
are willing to step up and help out. And we currently have several areas that could use some
assistance. Think about what you can do to help make our club even better. Here are some of
our most pressing needs:

Help set up or take down our monthly meetings. We always need to set up and put away

chairs, tables, A-V equipment, wood raffle items, and store inventory. It makes it so much
easier if we have a few people helping out in this area.

Bring cookies or snacks once in a while to our monthly meetings. These are much

appreciated and help set the mood for learning and socializing.

Computer/Tech/Social Media/Webpage Administration.

Although this may be
intimidating to many in our club, it is clear that we need to continue to upgrade our webpage
and our social media presence to attract more members and improve our communications
with our members. If you have a willingness to learn more in this area please let us know and
help us improve connecting with our membership and our supporters.

Zoom meeting/ AV assistance. Since Covid, this has become a major part of our ongoing
meetings and we need some additional help. You don’t have to be an expert, just be willing
to help and learn. We could really use 3 or 4 more people willing to learn the basics and
help us improve our ability to video meetings and share through remote demonstrations and
zoom meetings.
Wood Cutting Crew.

We all love wood and it takes a lot of work to prep the blanks that
are donated for the wood raffle and auction each month. It is important to cut trees quickly
once they are down and prepping wood properly will minimize splitting and loss. If you can
be available to help, we want to get you on the list. When someone calls and wants to donate
an old burl-covered tree you can be one of the first called to help process it. It’s fun, and if
several are involved it isn’t much work for any one person.
Let me know if you want to learn more about any of these opportunities. I’ll be happy to
connect you to the right person and you are sure to make new friends and get much more out
of the club if you are actively involved in helping us get better.
Contact me any time:

Brad Burdick

Membership Co-Chair
(360) 303-3485
bcburdick1963@gmail.com
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Christmas in August?
Well, no, of course not.....there obviously will be no
Christmas during our sunniest month. However, we do
need to be thinking about Christmas, and more specifically
about turned Christmas decorations.
Newer members may not know that our club has
committed to decorating a tree with turned ornaments for
the Bellingham Senior Activities Center's Christmas Tree
Auction (a fund-raising event for them). Although the
auction is held every year, our club participates only
biennially on even-numbered years (like 2022).
We should all be proud that our tree often brings in the
highest auction bid, and we are striving to maintain that
tradition.
We would like to invite you to turn a
Christmas ornament for this year's tree.
Or three, it's up to you. If everyone
turned only a single ornament, we
would have enough for the entire tree.
If you need inspiration, you can google
"turned Christmas tree ornaments" and
you will find many, many articles,
videos and images. Try your best to

keep them light.

Please feel free to contact Gary Moore
(gamoore22@comcast.net) if you have
questions.
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Know Your Woods
Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis) is found in eastern North America.
Trees grow 40-60 ft tall, with a 1-2 ft trunk diameter.

Hackberry heartwood is light brown to gray. Wide sapwood is a
contrasting light yellow. Susceptible to blue-gray fungal staining if not
processed promptly. It’s overall appearance is similar to ash and it’s
sometimes used in place of ash.
Grain is usually straight or occasionally slightly interlocked, with a
very coarse uneven texture. Hackberry is rated as non-durable to
perishable. Also susceptible to fungal discoloration and insect attack.
Spalting occurs commonly and is frequently sought out.
Generally good working characteristics with both hand and machine
tools, though smaller pieces with knots, or sections with interlocked
grain can pose challenges in machining. Responds superbly to steam
bending. Glues, turns, stains, and finishes well.
In terms of outward appearance, Hackberry bears a close
resemblance to ash; anatomically, however, it’s closest to elm (Ulmus
spp.). Hackberry is reputed to among the very best woods for steam
bending among hardwoods native to the United States and Canada.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
This month we’re returning to one of our
“favorite” subjects…..SANDING! The world of
abrasives can be a bit confusing. Thus, it is
worth seeking out suppliers that are both
knowledgeable about abrasives as well as their
application to our craft.
For a basic understanding of abrasives, manufacturer/supplier Uneeda recently posted a good
article that explains the different types of
abrasives including the grits and backing materials.

https://www.sandpaper.com/articles/guide-to-selecting-the-ideal-sandpaper-part1 /?utm_source= drip&utm_medium= email&utm_campaign= decoding-article
There are many different takes on the best sanding techniques, but let’s benefit from input
from a Bay Area turner….Brad Adams. Brad is a production turner best known for his bowls,
but he turns lots of other things too. Each week he gets up before dawn and drives across the
bay to downtown San Francisco where he very successfully sells his turnings at an open air
market. Here’s Brad’s tips on bowl sanding as recently posted on the World of Woodturners
forum:
"I power sand using an angle drill to start. I usually sand with 3” discs on the outside
and 2” on the inside. For most turners I recommend starting with 80 grit. Run the lathe
around 500 rpm in reverse so you are bending up and fibers that were bent down in
the turning process. Run the drill in the opposite direction of the lathe. Start with a
hard pad. Sand until there is no noticeable tearout or any concentric marks. Stop the
lathe and grind out any tear out if necessary.
IMPORTANT: Only use one light source to check for scratches or tear out. You can’t
see a scratch, you can only see the shadow at the bottom of the scratch. If you have
multiple light sources you don’t get a shadow and therefore can’t see the scratch.
That’s why when you carry that perfectly sanded piece out of the shop into direct
sunlight all the scratches magically appear. Once all tear out is gone increase the
sanding grit by 50%. That means if you started with 80 grit jump to 120. Before you
jump to 120 make sure you have no concentric marks of any kind and that all the 80
grit scratch marks arc in one direction. Use an air compressor to get rid of the dust and
any loose grit before you move on. Conventional wisdom says “Sand with the next grit
until all the scratch marks of the previous grit are gone”. That all sounds good but how
do you tell an 80 grit scratch from a 120 grit scratch. The answer is to switch sanding
methods each time you switch grits. I can't tell you how important this is. If you have a
reversable lathe, change lathe direction and drill direction. If your 80 grit scratches
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Turning on the Web (Cont'd)
were arcing left, sand with 120 until all the scratches are arcing right. If you don’t
have a reversing lathe, don’t power sand but instead just hold the sandpaper in your
hand while sanding with 120 until all the scratches are concentric again and none
are arcing. Up the girt another 50% to 180, change the method or direction of
sanding again. Sand until all the 120 grit scratches are gone. At 220 grit I always
hand sand until I only have concentric scratches.
Once I think I’m good at 220, I take a paper towel and burnish the piece. You know
how you think a piece is sanded perfectly until you put the first coat of finish on.
Then the scratches jump out at you. Burnishing sort of does the same thing. After
burnishing check for any arcing scratches, If none, you know that any scratches in
the piece are 220 grit scratches and you don’t ever have to go back to a lower grit.
At 220 grit I raise the grain with a moist paper towel then leave the piece spinning
and go check my email while the piece dries. I re-sand at 220 grit this time using
the drill until none of the 220 grit concentric scratch marks can be seen. This
sounds a bit wasteful of time and sandpaper, but so is having to go back a few grits
and starting over. It only takes a minute or so and it does make a world of
difference. Then I go through 320, 400, 600, and 800 grits, each time changing the
direction or sanding method. I’ve been told by many a turner that going above 400
grit is a waste of time, but I want my bowls to have that super silky feel when a
customer picks it up, and 800 grit is what it takes to get the feel I want. The only
thing else I can think of is to treat sandpaper like toilet paper. Use it once and toss
it. Sandpaper is a cutting tool and needs to be sharp to work effectively. I plan on
going through 2 discs of each grit on every bowl. I'd much rather waste sandpaper
than waste my time."
You can read more about Brad on his website:

https://www.benicia.com/wood.htm/about-brad.html

There are many sources of sanding materials available, but buying from people who understand
the needs of woodturners is always of benefit. Following are some knowledgeable suppliers
who have been providing turners with abrasives for a long time.

The Sanding Glove

Bruce Hoover is an experienced turner in Virginia who has long been a favorite supplier for
many turners, both amateur and professional. In addition to Norton brand abrasives, The
Sanding Glove also sells a complete variety of disc holders and backing pads plus sanding
tools. Their Sanding Solution is one of the best inertia sanders available.

https://www.thesandingglove.com/
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Turning on the Web (Cont'd)
Turning Wood.Com

Steve Worcester in Texas is another very experienced turner who provides both Mirka and
Eagle abrasive products as well as numerous tools and other accessories. One unique
advantage of buying sanding discs from Steve is that the grit number is prominently stamped
on the back of each disc. This can be a great advantage when cycling through your array of
discs as you sand a turning.

https://www.turningwood.com
Vince's Wood N' Wonders

Vince Welch in Kentucky provides a complete array of abrasives, disc holders and backing
pads plus other tools and accessories. The website also includes a number of informative
videos.....be sure to check them out.

https://vinceswoodnwonders.com/
Klingspor's Woodworking Shop

Klingspor is an old German name in abrasives. Their abrasive products are available through
their Klingspor's Woodworking Shop online. While they offer abrasives for all modes of
woodworking they do have a good variety of abrasive products applicable to woodturning.

https://www.woodworkingshop.com/
Craft Supplies USA

Craft Supplies USA aka The Woodturners Catalog is undoubtedly the biggest name in
woodturing suppliers in our country. Along with most everything else woodturning, they do
offer a fairly complete line of abrasives. If you are looking for information when you call them
press 2 for technical support. Most of the tech personnel are quite knowledgeable and if they
don't know the answer they will find out and give you a call back.

https://woodturnerscatalog.com/

Yes, there are numerous other suppliers. This is just a sampling of some that are known to be
reliable. Sanding is such an important part of woodturning.....there just aren't shortcuts to a
good finish on our turnings. Remember Mike Mahoney's adage......"Use sandpaper like
someone else is buying it!" Brad Adams advice gets you to the same end result!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!
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Stunning Trees of the World
Conifers of the Pacific Northwest
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

Membership Chairpersons

President

Brad Burdick
Will Alexander
Membership@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Brad Thompson
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

George Way
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Pat Goddard
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Librarian

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Greg Camrud
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Outtakes
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